In The News
Tuesday, June 3, 2014

Health insurers expected to raise rates for next year
(University of Arizona Health Plans)  
June 3, 2014  Arizona Republic

Hemp, Inc. Rallies for Hemp History Week June 2 - June 8, 2014 (Andrew Weil, MD)  
June 3, 2014  Bloomberg Businessweek

Dr. David Greuner to Be Honored as a “Doctor Of Distinction” by Long Island Pulse Magazine
(graduate residency training at University of Arizona College of Medicine)  
June 2, 2014  Busbyway

Arizona health system in the red after Epic EHR adoption (The University of Arizona Health Network)  
June 2, 2014  EHRIntelligence.com

Smart technology use common, beneficial in congenital cath lab (Michael Seckeler, MD, MSc, assistant professor of pediatrics at the University of Arizona Medical Center)  
June 2, 2014  Healio

Wearable Technology Saving Limbs of Diabetes Patients (UA Medical Center; Dr. Bijan Najafi and Dr. David Armstrong)  
June 1, 2014  Fox Business

Tucson Giving: Father’s Day Council fights Type I diabetes (UA Steele Children’s Research Center)  
June 1, 2014  Arizona Daily Star

Moving Up: Genetics researcher Ellis join UA Cancer Center (Nathan A. Ellis)  
May 30, 2014  Arizona Daily Star